NEW DEVELOPMENT

RELIABLE

YOUR PARTNER FOR STORAGE
NEW MEMBRANE SENSOR SY-SM1

Work safely in ATEX ZONE 20, the zone with the highest explosión risk, and ATEX Zone 21

Abides to norm EN 60079-0, EN 60079-31 and with Directive 2014/34 / EU

· Easy assembly. Sensor adapts perfectly to the wavy shape of our silos’ bodysheet, and it can also be installed in the hopper
· It integrates a regulation column, which allows for sensitivity adjustment.
REMOTE SUPERVISION ASSEMBLY SERVICES

Our instructors team provides online support to assembly companies, during silo installation

We address your doubts during assembly execution in order to avoid delays in the project

We adapt our work methodology in this pandemic situation to continue providing services to our customers.
Stiffeners strength increased by 45%

Stiffeners can be manufactured with HX500 LAD steel, reaching a yield strength of 500 N/mm². The Steel Quality Improvement Project focuses on stiffeners, which support vertical load.

Preassembled bolting now as a standard supply

Easier and faster assembly times